CO N C E P T A - 1

CONCEP T A- 2

CONCEPT B

Community Meeting Comments:
Incredible waste that did not get ADA access right the first time. Why do we need ADA

Community fought for the park.

access from the alley? Is someone asking for that?

Kid comments - want a playground and swings. Like giant slide.

Activating with play is important. No basketball courts, too loud.

Swings could be like porch swings, not just for kids and need less room for fall zone.

Need comfortable seating/places for people to read that is an extension of the library. Seats

Would like a p-patch. Long waiting lists at other ones in the area.

with backs.

Use plants that are drought tolerant - lavender, rosemary.

Weddings have been held at Ernst Park. Design for events that flow in and out of library

No skateboard facilities - they don’t share and will take over.

meeting room.

Enhance the library.

Keep the idea of amphitheater type/oriented seating.

Please revisit wheelchair access.

No seating by alley/BMX shop. Dark hole down there with poor visibility from above.

Activation up by street has nicer access.

Too much paving, too much impervious.

Like A-2 the best due to sinuous cohesive pathways, but so much pavement.

Library doesn’t use gathering area for story time because it needs to be reserved and

B - ADA access start needs to be closer to the library.

rented (with fee) from the Parks Department.

Court as maintenance access is important, for library too.

Art features that relate to the library - book themed.

Rock climbing wall?

Change name of park to “Fremont Libary Park”. Nobody knows or cares about A.B. Ernst.

Honor the open space for the adjacent landowner.
Call it Fremont Central Park.
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